
Foundling’s new single ‘Fault Lines’  is a free fal l  into the depths of the surreal.  
 
FOR RELEASE MAY 25th 2018. 

 

The title track and second single from Foundling’s Fault Lines, free falls between the earths cracks from the 

streets of an electrified city. Sonically Foundling’s darkest and grittiest offering to date, it opens with the 

spooky slide guitar and bells that are familiar to Foundling’s sound, but launches into a distorted and doomy 

synth line that could easily have been found on a Simple Minds or Tubeway Army album. It falls away for Erin 

Lang’s ever floating vocals but though they remain delicate they are layered and supported in a way that 

conveys something stronger than her usual whispered intimacies. With it’s expansive soundscape it’s indie 

art-pop through a dark lens. 

 

Fault Lines is a hypnagogic hallucination of being trapped between the walls of a deep canyon and fighting to 

retain a connection to reality. Lyrically it describes the fault lines in our own bodies and living in the dream 

state between the conscious and subconscious. The song is inspired by Lang’s experiences with people close 

to her living with different forms of dementia and bipolar disorder, finding clarity through physical connection 

and accepting a reality that is not your own. It is an homage to the courage of those who deal with these 

complex mental states and the soulfulness and depth of those that experience them themselves.  

 

Fault Lines is accompanied by a video (release date June 1st) directed by Henrik José. A graphic movement 

piece with two main views, where through the use of projection and paint the dancers are gradually melding 

into a mountainous backdrop. Choreographed by Ronnie Maciel (Constanza Macras Company) with art 

direction by Mariya Krasena.  

Foundling began working on Fault Lines just after native Montrealler Lang and Marc Stebbing (Grand 

Avenue, DK) met at a New Years Eve party in Berlin. Erin had spent the year playing support for the Danish 

songstress Agnes Obel (Deutche Grammophone, PIAS) and after Stebbing attended their show at the Berlin 

Philharmonie the pair decided to collaborate and co-produce the new album. The album’s opening track 

‘New Years’ was inspired by the chance meeting and the profound connection that ensued. The track ‘Fault 

Lines’ followed later in the albums creation when Lang and Stebbing had dug into the darker side of what the 

album would portray. 

 

“The first taste of Berlin based Foundling‘s forthcoming album Fault Lines, ‘New Years’ is a dream pop 

masterpiece.”  - Born Music (USA) 

“If this first single [New Years] is anything to go by, Foundling’s ‘Fault Lines’ will be a surefire hit.”   

                                                                                                                               - Earmilk (UK) 

 

Fault Lines was mixed by Lasse Mårtin (Lykke Li, Jonsi, Primal Scream) in Sweden, and mastered by Martin 

Englert at Elektromos Studios Germany. 

 

Fault Lines will be released digitally on MAY 25th and on CD and heavyweight vinyl July 26th 2018. 
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